Specific interactions between DNA left-handed supercoils and actinomycin D.
The interactions between the natural cyclopentapeptide antibiotic actinomycin D (ACT) and circular pBR322 DNA have been studied by freezing the topological state of the DNA in the complex by topoisomerase I reaction. Both supercoiled and relaxed DNAs, in the complexes at low antibiotic/DNA base-pair ratios, showed a dramatic decrease in linking number that cannot be explained by taking into account only the generally accepted unwinding of 28 degrees for each ACT molecule bound. Recent results derived from the crystallographic analysis of the complex between GpC and ACT suggest that ACT could mediate non-covalent cross-links between distant sections of DNA. Bridges between ACT and different sections of the pBR322 double helix could also explain our results. Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis of ACT-relaxed pBR322 DNA complexes reveals that all supercoils induced by ACT are negative. Two models of the complexes which correspond to the stabilization of DNA crossing by one or two molecules of ACT are proposed. In both cases the ability of ACT to stabilize only DNA left-handed supercoils is derived from the chirality of ACT, when it interacts with DNA.